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Project Description

Expectations and the Selection Process:

When the Catholic Archdiocese of Birmingham, Alabama initiated plans to  renovate the 

Cathedral of St. Paul, they had one clear requirement for the new roof system: that it would 

be a historically accurate reproduction of the original being replaced, in materials, design 

and craftsmanship. Their general contractor, Hoar Construction of Birmingham, knew this 

would be no easy task, given the intricate, multi-colored slate patterns in the 122 year old 

main roof and steeples, ornate copper cornices, and dozens of unique copper architectural 

features commissioned speciically for St. Paul’s over a century ago.  
They agreed that Hoar would identify a pool of qualiied rooing contractors with a 
demonstrated expertise in similar historic renovations to include in an exhaustive pre-

qualiication process.  Midland was identiied and pre-selected when a search of national 
rooing contractors revealed our work on the Basilica of the Sacred Heart at the University 
of Notre Dame (similar architecturally to St. Paul) and 93 years experience on a host of 

other historic projects across the country.  

After submitting a detailed written pre-qualiication, Midland was selected as one of three 
contractors chosen to quote the project and make a presentation, and was subsequently 

awarded the contract.  

About the Cathedral of St. Paul:

The Cathedral of St. Paul is the centerpiece of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Birmingham. 

Completed in 1893 at a cost of $90,000, the cathedral is widely considered to be a 

handsome example of the American Neo-Gothic variant of the Gothic Revival style, which 

the archdiocese was determined not to compromise during this renovation. It measures 

96 feet in width by 140 feet in length and encompasses over 60,000 square feet with twin 

octagonal steeples rising to 183 feet in height.
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What Made the Cathedral of St. Paul Project Unique:

We knew from our inspection of the original roof during 

the quotation process that St. Paul’s would be a unique 
and challenging project.  Re-creating the ornate Gothic 

Revival style to the original exacting detail expected by 

the archdiocese would require a level of craftsmanship 

encountered on few projects.

St. Paul’s intricate slate tile patterns incorporated three •
slate colors and both square and deep bevel cut tiles.  

The six large slate crosses and multiple accent patterns, 

barely visible on the faded original roof, required 

exacting measurements prior to tear-off, and a high 

level of precision to re-create and maintain over such a 

large ield and on octagonal steeples.  Very challenging 
when compared to the typical single-color, square-

edged slate roof project.

Due to metal thinning brought on by their advanced •
age, every copper architectural and functional feature 

in the existing roof system had to be carefully 

removed and shipped to our South Bend facility to be 

historically replicated in our metal shop.  This included 

seven ornate crosses (up to 17’ tall), inials, turret 
caps and more- over four dozen components in all, for 

which no original prints existed, plus over 500 feet 

each of custom copper cornices and radius gutters with 

matching straps.

We were asked to make improvements to the original •
roof system to improve attic ventilation, while 

maintaining the Gothic Revival period look.  To 

accomplish this, we integrated bronze screen (invisible 

from the ground) into the original copper cornice and 

eave design to provide improved cold air intake, while 

new louvered copper dormers replaced the original 

painted roof ventilator.
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An updated lightning protection system was •
incorporated into the new roof design, “hidden” 

within many of the new copper crosses and other 

architectural elements fabricated in our shop in order 

to maintain the Gothic Revival look.

Our precision metal shop clad 10 previously- •
painted windows and mullions in copper, effectively 

eliminating frequent and costly maintenance.  These 

windows, reachable only by crane at considerable 

expense, formerly required painting and other 

maintenance every 5-7 years.

Lead-coated copper (which patinas to a limestone •
color) was used to cap all limestone exposed to 

weather, reducing ongoing maintenance of limestone 

joints.

Concept to Completion and Additional Challenges:

With approved prints and scaffolding in place, construction 

began.  Extensive termite damage to structural framing 

required repair prior to installation of the new rooing 
system.  While our sub-contractor, under our supervision, 

made the necessary repairs, our crew went to work 

documenting and removing all copper architectural and 

functional features from the main roof and steeples, sending 

them back to South Bend to be historically replicated as 

described earlier.  This detailed copper fabrication work 

continued for the entire duration of the eight month project.

Upon removal of the original slate roof and completion 
of the structural repairs, the new roof was dried in and 

installation of the new slate roof began.  Brand new, 

historically-accurate replacements of the original copper 

architectural features were installed according to schedule.
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Work schedules on this project were a challenge from 

the beginning.  Our contract stipulated that parishioner 

and clergy access to the church must be maintained 24 

hours a day, seven days a week, throughout the eight-

month duration of the project.   Further, due to the noise 

inherent in roof construction, work schedules had to be 

planned around regular church services and events, and 

re-scheduled several times a month for funerals and other 

unscheduled events.

Quality Assurance and Interesting Details- Slate:

We were required to provide a one square mock-up of •
a representative roof tile pattern for quality assurance 

approval prior to any installation on the church roof.

Six large crosses in two colors were integrated into •
the main roof design.

• The east and west walls of the cathedral were clad 
with New York red slate

• The project used standard slates and deep bevel cut 
slates. 

• Mitred hips of the apse made layout of the pattern 
dificult due to the fact that each segment was a trap-

ezoid and not a triangle.

• All slate on the steeple and apse was hand cut to pro-

duce the mitered hip.
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Quality Assurance and Interesting Details- Copper:  

We were required to provide one full-scale mock-up •
of each type of copper architectural and functional 

feature for quality assurance approval, prior to 

fabrication and installation of like components.   

Over 20,000 square feet of 16- and 20-ounce copper •
was utilized for fabrication of architectural elements 

and lashing.
6,500 square feet of lead-coated copper was utilized •
to cap all limestone exposed to weather, reducing 

ongoing maintenance of limestone joints.

Copper architectural and functional features •
fabricated in the Midland shop for this project 
included:  7 ornate copper crosses ranging from 3’- 
17’ including bases; 16 ornate 5’ copper inials; 12 
custom copper dormer louvers; 4 copper turret caps; 
16 custom copper rainwater collector boxes; 1 (lead-
coated) copper chimney cap.

This project required over 500 feet of custom-•
fabricated copper cornice.

Over 500 feet of custom copper radius gutters with •
expansion joints and matching straps were also 

fabricated for the project.

Copper cladding for 10 windows and mullions were •
fabricated in our shop and installed on-site.
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Summary: 

At Midland, we’ve built a nationwide reputation in slate 
and tile restoration by consistently exceeding customer 

expectations.  According to the Rector at the Cathedral 

of St. Paul, we’ve done just that in Birmingham.  In 
his words: “We could not have been more pleased with 

the work accomplished by the team from Midland 
Engineering…It is a marvel to us to be able to see the 

Church in its original glory, and all of this thanks to 

Midland!”   

Project Team:

Rooing Contractor:  Midland Engineering Co., Inc.
 South Bend, IN

Architect:  ArchitectureWorks LLP

 Birmingham, AL

General Contractor:  Hoar Construction, LLC

 Birmingham, AL

Masonry Contractor:  Ziolkowski Construction, Inc.
 South Bend, IN
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